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The Immortal Rules
In Ben Bova's novel JUPITER, physicist Grant Archer led an expedition into Jupiter's hostile planetwide
ocean, attempting to study the unusual and massive creatures that call the planet their home. Unprepared
for the hostile environment and crushing pressures, Grant's team faced certain death as their ship
malfunctioned and slowly sank to the planet's depths. However one of Jupiter's native creatures--a citysized leviathan--saved the doomed ship. This creature's act convinced Grant that the huge creatures were
intelligent, but he lacked scientific proof. Now, several years later, Grant prepares a new expedition
to prove once and for all that the huge creatures are intelligent. The new team faces dangers from both
the hostile environment and from humans who will do anything to make sure the mission is a failure, even
if it means murdering the entire crew. One of Library Journal's Best SF/Fantasy Books of 2011 At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Space Dragons
Is Johnny really the good guy? See The Karate Kid in a whole new light in this retelling through the
eyes of Johnny Lawrence, two-time All Valley Tournament Champion. Summer, 1984. Senior year is about to
start and Johnny and the rest of the Cobra Kai rule the school. But, when the new kid makes moves on the
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girl that broke Johnny's heart, he vows to settle the score and win back her love. Or so goes the story
Sensei Lawrence tells his students nearly 35 years later. Based on the hit YouTube Original series Cobra
Kai, go back and find out Johnny's side of the story!

The Day My Fart Followed Me Home
Why did aliens come to Earth? Thirteen-year-old Ben Archer continues to unravel this mystery in book 2
of The Alien Skill Series.

The New Recruit
Deputy Sergeant David Wolf has been waiting sixteen years for today's opportunity to follow in the
footsteps of his late father -- to become Sheriff of Sluice County, headquartered in the small ski
resort town of Rocky Points, Colorado. What he's offered, however, isn't quite what he's expecting. And
for Wolf, refusing turns out to be harder, and much deadlier, than he could have anticipated. When a
rich and powerful enemy corrupts the SCSD from within, Wolf becomes hunted by his own department, along
with a special forces killing machine who's psychotic lust for blood is never denied. In this actionpacked second David Wolf novel, Wolf draws on all his skills to evade certain death in the high Rocky
Mountain forest, and in the process unveils a disturbing mystery. One that if he can unravel, will do no
less than rewrite his entire past, and ensure he's around to see his future.

Dawn of Eden
JAMIEParker Hoffstraeder is gorgeous, cocky, and totally irrational. He also broke my heart when he left
town eleven years, four months, and twenty-eight days ago.Not that I'm counting. I don't mind admitting
it: I was young. I got burned. I learned my lesson.But the guy swaggers back into O'Leary like he owns
the damn place and suddenly I'm expected to welcome him to my town - to my life - like nothing's
changed? Yeah, that I mind.It's only a matter of time until he's gone again. And there's no way I'll
give him a chance to take another piece of me when he goes.PARKERJameson Burke is the most arrogant,
infuriating human on the planet. He's also taller, broader, and impossibly hotter than he was before I
left town. But, whatever. It's fine. I can handle it.Coming back to O'Leary was supposed to be like
coming home. I hadn't realized that there's no statute of limitations on how long your first love and
former best friend is allowed to hate your guts, or how much bad luck can befall a person in a short
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time.But, I can handle that, too or at least pretend to.When Jamie and I are thrown together in a
blizzard, though, everything changes in the space of one single, scorching night. Suddenly, I'm dreaming
of a future I can't have, and he's stuck in a past he can't let go. It feels like we're playing with
fire And this time I'm the one who's gonna burn.

Priceless
A sweeping historical fantasy saga based on the hit podcast Tumanbay Tumanbay: the most magnificent city
on earth. The beating heart of a vast empire. A city of dreams - where those who arrived as slaves now
reside in the seat of power. But the wheel of fate is never still: from the gilded rooftops to the dark
catacombs, there are secrets waiting to be uncovered. For Gregor, Master of the Palace Guard, the work
of rooting out spies and traitors is never done. His brother, the great General Qulan, must quell a
distant rebellion. Whilst Shajah, chief wife to the Sultan, is suspicious that her new maid Sarah is not
who she claims to be. And a mysterious stranger arrives with a gift for the Sultan himself. A gift that
will change Tumanbay forever

Ben Archer and the World Beyond (The Alien Skill Series, Book 4)
Ben wants to be selected for his favorite supernatural reality show--and he’s going to do it by solving
the mystery of a famous haunted house! Luckily, Ben Tennyson isn’t your average 10-year-oldhe’s also the
wielder of the Omnitrix, an alien device that allows Ben to shift into 10 different alien forms from
around the galaxy. Together with his cousin Gwen and his Grandpa Max, they’re going to dig into the
truth behind the spirits haunting this house – and discover a few shocking surprises along the way! Join
Rainbow Award-winning writer CB Lee (Not Your Sidekick) and artist Francesca Perrone for the newest
installment of original graphic novels based on Cartoon Network’s hit Ben 10TM series.

The Silversmith
A massive cyber-attack crippled half the nation's power grid. A super EMP took care of the rest. While a
cyber-attack crippled half the nation's power grid, enemies of the United States launched a super EMP
over the midwest sending the nation back to the stone age. For Raine Caldwell and her neighbors, it
couldn't have come at a worse time. Deep into the coldest midwest winter on record, the nation is
plunged into frigid darkness. With emergency services crippled by the lack of transportation and streets
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snarled with stalled cars, a spark ignites and the city of St. Louis is engulfed in flames. Chaos grips
the city as society spirals out of control and violence fills the streets. With her building surrounded
by fire, Raine and her neighbors are forced to flee on foot onto the snow covered streets seeking
safety. Seeking Safety is a gripping tale of an ordinary group of people as they fight to survive after
an EMP plunges the nation into frigid darkness. Would you have what it takes to survive the cold, dark,
dangerous streets and make it to safety? Seeking Safety is the first book in T. L. Payne's heartstopping post-apocalyptic EMP survival series, Gateway to Chaos. Look for Seeking Refuge: Gateway to
Chaos Book Two coming soon! OTHER BOOKS BY BESTSELLING AUTHOR T.L. PAYNE Turbulent: Days of Want Series,
Book One Hunted: Days of Want Series, Book Two Turmoil: Days of Want Series, Book Three Uprising: Days
of Want Series, Book Four Upheaval: Days of Want Series, Book Five Sudden Chaos: A Post Apocalyptic EMP
Survival Short Story

Ben Archer and the Moon Paradox (The Alien Skill Series, Book 3)
Can Ben Archer save his alien friend from the claws of unscrupulous enemies in time to send him on his
way home?

Aliens: Phalanx
After the conclusion of The Silver Anklet, Taras triumphant return to Morni is short-lived. Taras
deceased former stepmother, Kali, seeks revenge through her daughter, Layla. And so begins a series of
carefully orchestrated events to cast suspicion on Tara: a dead dog in the village temple, contaminated
well water, and whispers that Tara is still possessed. Layla fuels the villagers blind superstitions and
fears. Soon all of Morni is against Tara, even her own family. Death seems to be the only way to stop
her evil stepsister. Tara turns to Lord Yama and his deadly conch for help. He takes her to the
Underworld to seek advice, but when she returns, she has only 24 hours to prove her innocence and to
save the village before she must go back to the World of the Dead. Forever. Can Tara believe in herself
once more to defeat Layla, or will Lord Yama and his deadly conch claim their next victim? The harrowing
conclusion to the thrilling Tara Trilogy answers these questions and more.

Cobra Kai: the Karate Kid Saga Continues - Johnny's Story
The first book in Philip K. Dick's final trilogy (followed by The Divine Invasion andThe Transmigration
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of Timothy Archer), VALIS encapsulates many of the themes that Dick was obsessed with over the course of
his career. A disorienting and bleakly funny novel,VALIS (which stands for Vast Active Living
Intelligence System) is about a schizophrenic man named Horselover Fat (who just might also be known as
Philip Dick); the hidden mysteries of Gnostic Christianity; and reality as revealed through a pink
laser.VALIS is a theological detective story, in which God is both a missing person and the perpetrator
of the ultimate crime. Taking place in the same universe as Dick's soon-to-be-published Exegesis,VALIS
is a dense novel, but one that is absolutely essential to understanding the author's off-kilter
worldview. Much like Dick himself, the reader is left wondering what is real, what is fiction, and what
the price is for divine inspiration.

The Time Hunters
Thirteen-year-old Ben Archer is kidnapped. Will his alien power save or destroy him?

The Fire
If Stan Pollux had known he would be spending his summer holidays in the outer reaches of our solar
system, he would have put on different underpants. But when he gets kidnapped by the Planet Dragon
Mercury, most things suddenly seem small and insignificant. Stan finds himself in a universe of dragons
who had once ruled the skies as gods: Mars, Venus, Saturn and even Uranus way out back. This is shaping
up to be the best summer holiday in the history of the cosmos until Stan discovers his stupid sister is
missing and that Pluto (AKA Hades) is trying to use her to destroy the Solar System. And it will be all
Stan’s fault if he doesn’t get Poppy back. So, all Stan has to do is learn how to fight like a hero in
space armour, defeat the dragon god of the Underworld, Hades, rescue his sister and save the world. All
before his parents realise she is missing.

Ben 10: The Manchester Mystery
"Becky Mellor is a typical thirteen-year old girl. She likes Facebook, gossiping and plenty of sleep.
When she and her brother, Joe, are invited to stay with their 'loony' Uncle Percy at his stately home,
Bowen Hall, she thinks it'll be the worst summer ever. Her mind soon changes when she sees Uncle Percy
and his mysterious groundsman, Will Shakelock, performing a tooth extraction on Milly, a Sabre-tooth
tigerSo begins a thrilling time travelling adventure that leads Becky, Joe, Uncle Percy and Will to
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Victorian England, Ancient Greece and Jurassic London in the search for the legendary Golden
Fleece"--Page [4] of cover.

Seeking Safety
Floodworld is a gripping, action-packed story for 10+ readers. Kara and Joe spend their days navigating
the perilous waterways of a sunken city, scratching out a living in the ruins. But when they come into
possession of a mysterious map, they find themselves in a world of trouble. Suddenly everyone's after
them: gangsters, cops and ruthless Mariner pirates in their hi-tech submarines. The two children must
find a way to fight back before Floodworld's walls come tumbling down

Alien Terror
Crashed UFOs. A boy with an alien power. Now you'll instantly want to know why aliens came to Earth.

Phoebe and Her Unicorn
If you and your child love to read together, then you are going to love this! The Day My Fart Followed
Me Home is a beautifully illustrated journey of Timmy and how he meets his new friend! If you enjoy
reading funny books with gorgeous pictures and love your child to read along with you, then make sure
you grab The Day My Fart Followed Me Home! Discover and giggle along with Timmy on his unexpected
journey with his new best friend!

Ben Archer and the Alien Skill (The Alien Skill Series, Book 2)
The #1 New York Times best-selling author of Infected delivers medieval carnage as a pre-industrial
society fights extinction at the hands of a massive infestation of Xenomorphs. Ataegina was an isolated
world of medieval castles, varied cultures, and conquests, vibrant until the demons rose and spread
relentless destruction. Swarms of lethal creatures with black husks, murderous claws, barbed tails and
dreaded "tooth-tongues" raged through the lowlands, killing ninety percent of the planet's population.
Terrified survivors fled to hidden mountain keeps where they eke out a meager existence. When a trio of
young warriors discovers a new weapon, they see a chance to end this curse. To save humanity, the trio
must fight their way to the tunnels of Black Smoke Mountain--the lair of the mythical Demon Mother.
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Alien: Phalanx TM & © 2019 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation. All rights reserved.

The Book of Chaos
Toni wakes up in the hospital only to discover that everyone around her believes her name is Denise, and
that she is losing her mind when she tries to tell them of an Omega invasion.

Till The World Ends: Dawn of Eden / Thistle & Thorne / Sun Storm (Luna)
New York Times bestselling authors Orson Scott Card and Aaron Johnston return to the prequels to Ender's
Game following The Swarm with The Hive, book two in the Second Formic War. Card and Johnston continue
the fast-paced hard science fiction history of the Formic Wars—the alien invasions of Earth’s Solar
System that ultimately led to Ender Wiggin’s total victory in Ender's Game. A coalition of Earth’s
nations barely fought off the Formics’ first scout ship. Now it’s clear that there’s a mother-ship out
on edge of the system, and the aliens are prepared to take Earth by force. Can Earth’s warring nations
and corporations put aside their differences and mount an effective defense? Ender's Game is one of the
most popular and bestselling science fiction novels of all time. The Formic War series (The First Formic
War and The Second Formic War) are the prequels to Ender’s story. THE ENDER UNIVERSE Ender series
Ender’s Game / Speaker for the Dead / Xenocide / Children of the Mind / Ender in Exile / Children of the
Fleet Ender’s Shadow series Ender’s Shadow / Shadow of the Hegemon / Shadow Puppets / Shadow of the
Giant / Shadows in Flight The First Formic War (with Aaron Johnston) Earth Unaware / Earth Afire / Earth
Awakens The Second Formic War (with Aaron Johnston) The Swarm / The Hive Ender novellas A War of Gifts /
First Meetings At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

Ben Archer and the Cosmic Fall
"Car chases, explosions and action galore—awesome."—Kirkus Reviews on Scan At the cliffhanger ending of
Scan, Tate loses the very thing he was fighting to protect, what his father had called the key to human
survival. Tate doesn't have much time to worry about it because he needs to get away, to ensure he and
Christina are safe. His father left him one last thing that can do just that—a safe house, which turns
out to be a clue to what's really threatening the planet. As Tate follows the clues his father left
behind, he starts to uncover the truth, realizing he's up against an enemy he's only beginning to
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understand. A riveting, fast-paced "we are not alone" adventure, Burn thrills to the very end.

The Hive
A Step 3 BIOGRAPHY READER about the unsung historical figure and Founding Mother Elizabeth Schuyler
Hamilton. Hamilton, the musical, is igniting American history fever in adults and kids--especially about
the central figures of the play. Kids clearly want to know more, and this companion to early reader
Alexander Hamilton: From Orphan to Founding Father will fill the void. Eliza Hamilton was so much more
than just Alexander Hamilton's wife. She was a spirited girl who grew up to be a strong woman with a big
heart and amazing strength of character. She rescued many children in need during her life. In fact, she
and others established New York City's first orphanage--which became a place that is still helping needy
children to this day. She lived for 50 years after Hamilton's death in the infamous duel, and she
preserved his historical legacy and contributed to American history with other Founding Mothers in ways
that will finally be shared widely with those newly interested in Colonial and Revolutionary War times.
Step 3 Readers feature engaging characters in easy-to-follow plots about popular topics--for children
who are ready to read on their own.

Star Trek: U.S.S. Enterprise Haynes Manual
"Adventure from the time you open the first pagepulse-poundingperfect reading." - Kathryn Bennett,
Readers Favorite Buckle in! The award-winning series cranks up the intensity with more action, more
humor, and more romance as Greyson and his lovable friends discover the world is far more complicated
and the terrorists far more sinister than they ever imagined. After thwarting a major terrorist attack,
the twelve-year-old secret savior of thousands, Greyson Gray, is given a new identity and forced into
seclusion to hide from the Eye of Eyes - the most wanted man in the world and the leader of a rising
terrorist group trying to divide the United States. But Greyson can only be secluded so long. Drawn
toward suspicious activity at the massive Iowa State Fair, Greyson and his faithful friends uncover a
plot even more insidious than before - one that threatens the fibers of the nation and possibly the next
president of the United States. For Greyson, everything is on the line - his father's whereabouts, his
relationship with Sydney, and the lives of everyone he loves. With new weapons, a new rival in love, and
new enemies, there's no holding back. It's all fair game.

Ben Archer (The Alien Skill Series, Books 1-3)
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*** I am totally going to buy Ben Archer and the Cosmic Fall and the rest of the series for all of the
kids in my life. (bookerina.com) A HUMAN BOY WITH AN ALIEN POWER. "The thing is, it wasn't meteors that
fell into the woods that night. It was alien spacecraft." Government agents have taken every precaution
to cover up the truth about an event dubbed The Cosmic Fall: when UFOs crash near a peaceful town, the
media are led to believe it was fallen meteors. But the government agents weren't counting on young Ben
Archer being a witness. Nor were they counting on there being a lone survivor of the crash: an alien man
called Mesmo. Thus begins a police hunt to capture the boy and the alien, as, among the agents, hides
Mesmo's treacherous enemy who quietly spurs on the investigation. And although the destinies of boy and
alien become inextricably linked, one question hovers above their unlikely friendship: why did the
aliens come to Earth in the first place? Harry Potter meets Starman in this fast-paced science fiction
novel packed with adventure for middle graders and teens. If you enjoyed A Wrinkle In Time or E.T. The
Extraterrestrial, you will devour book 1 in The Alien Skill Series. *** The story was well paced and I
read it straight through. (coraannehurst BOOK REVIEW, Instagram)

Meltdown
Imagine what it takes to survive in a world where everything you know— and love—is about to
disappearforever. DAWN OF EDEN BY JULIE KAGAWA

Floodworld
Before The Immortal Rules, there was Red Lung, a relentless virus determined to take out all in its
path. For Kylie, the miracle of her survival is also her burden – as a doctor at one of the clinics for
the infected, she is forced to witness endless suffering.

Ben Archer and the Cosmic Fall (The Alien Skill Series, Book 1)
A medieval slave-turned-sultan, an alien who declines to visit Earth, a prophet who dares to ask “is God
funny?” and a ghost who fears the living—these are among the terrifying, tragic, passionate, and comic
characters who animate Michael Oren’s stories. Crisscrossing genres, they explore the outer bounds of
imagination and artistic freedom, exposing the reader to a kaleidoscope of human emotions and
experience. In The Night Archer, the acclaimed historian, political commentator, and statesman Michael
Oren is revealed as a writer of bold versatility.
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Lost Boys
Award -winning author Benjamin Percy presents an explosive and deeply layered literary thriller set in
the American West. They live among us. They are our neighbors, our mothers, our lovers. They change.
When government agents kick down Claire Forrester's front door and murder her parents, Claire realizes
just how different she is. Patrick Gamble was nothing special until the day he got on a plane and hours
later stepped off it, the only passenger left alive, a hero. Chase Williams has sworn to protect the
people of the United States from the menace in their midst, but he is becoming the very thing he has
promised to destroy. So far, the threat has been controlled by laws and violence and drugs. But the
night of the red moon is coming, when an unrecognizable world will emergeand the battle for humanity
will begin.

Eliza Hamilton: Founding Mother
Discovering that he is half-alien and a master of the martial arts and weaponry, former wimp Ethan
Rogers finds his happiness short-lived when he is forced to fight for his life. Original.

Ben Archer and the Star Rider (The Alien Skill Series, Book 5)
Deep in a mystical wood, four
buried with it. Leonardo is a
clan hostilities erupt into a
the fate of everyone he cares

clans of boys live in treehouses, their story lost in time and their pasts
member of Raven Clan, the boldest and fiercest of the four clans. When
fully-fledged war, Leonardo is forced to make a choice that will determine
about.

Leviathans of Jupiter
"Phoebe is a remarkably real little girl, as bright and imaginative as Bill Watterson's Calvin, as
touchingly vulnerable as Charles Schulz's Charlie Brown. And if these strike you as big names to conjure
with, I'll go further and state for the record that in my opinion Heavenly Nostrils is nothing less than
the best comic strip to come along since Calvin and Hobbes. Simpson is that good, and that original."
--Peter S. Beagle, author of The Last Unicorn, from the Introduction A boy and his dog . . . a girl and
her . . . unicorn? It all started when Phoebe skipped a rock across a pond and accidentally hit a
unicorn in the face. Improbably, this led to Phoebe being granted one wish, and she used it to make the
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unicorn, Marigold Heavenly Nostrils, her obligational best friend. But can a vain mythical beast and a
nine-year-old daydreamer really forge a connection? Indeed they can, and that's how Phoebe and Her
Unicorn unfolds. This beautifully drawn strip follows the unlikely friendship between a somewhat awkward
girl and the unicorn who gradually shows her just how special she really is. Through hilarious
adventures where Phoebe gets to bask in Marigold's "awesomeness," the friends also come to acknowledge
that they had been lonely before they met and truly appreciate the bond they now share.

Valis
Collects three original Predator novels, continuing the classic franchise CONCRETE JUNGLE New York
City’s Detective Schaefer has seen it all, from domestic murders to drug-gang executions. But Schaefer’s
never seen the Big Apple awash in so much blood as tonight, with flayed bodies hung like meat being
cured for mealtime. When Schaefer has a close encounter with one of the murderers, he realizes he’s run
into something much bigger than the police suspect. Can even the toughest cop stand up to the ultimate
hunter? COLD WAR Something has fallen from the sky over the Siberian wilderness and soon decapitated
human bodies are littering the surrounding area. The Russian authorities are baffled, but deep within
the Pentagon, someone knows that the Predators are back. BIG GAME Deep in the rugged New Mexico desert,
a strange aircraft has landed: an alien Predator has arrived, hunting for human prey. For Corporal Enoch
Nakai, a Navajo soldier, it is a legend come back to life: the return of the horned monster who was
destroyed by the hero Nayenezgani, the mythical monster slayer. Using the wisdom of his ancestors, Nakai
will confront the Predator in a final battle worthy of legend. But this time, will the hero emerge the
victor?

The City of a Thousand Faces
Forced to choose between military school and a Christian spy organization, skeptic Spencer Garmond signs
on with the Bible geeks. But, before he even boards the plane for Moscow, he realizes this is no Bible
club.

Candara's Gift
Crashed UFOs. A boy with an alien power. You can't put this book down now because you'll instantly want
to know why aliens came to Earth.
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The Night Archer
A message from the World Beyond. Can a thirteen-year-old boy heal our planet's broken balance?

Burn
When a strange book lands in twelve year old Fable's lap, and her cousin disappears into its pages, she
follows, hurtling into an enchanted forest far from the rolling hills of her home. With the help of her
peculiar new friends, Fable must learn to trust in herself or risk losing her cousin forever. Can she
save him before it's too late?

Red Moon
"Life in the peaceful Kingdom of Gems is shattered when a mysterious stranger enters the kingdom at
night. He has an evil desire to use his powers to conquer the kingdom, and he schemes to steal the
magical Candara Gems. He is utterly ruthless and casts a devastating spell. But he meets unexpected
resistance in the form of two brave children, Princess Amalek and Prince Seph. They are determined to
thwart the dark wizard's plan"--Page 4 of cover.

The Complete Predator Omnibus
"This middle grade series reads like the Bourne Identity - but for kids." - Mark Robichaux, Editor, New
Yorker #1 Best selling series in chldren's travel - THE UNBELIEVABLE CONCLUSION TO THE CRIME TRAVELERS
MYSTERY SERIES - Age Level: 8 - 14 - US Grade Level: 2nd - 8th - NOW WITH ILLUSTRATIVE MAPS

Fair Game
This long-awaited new "Star Trek" technical manual--nearly two years in the making--presented in the
world-renowned Haynes Manual format details the intricacies of the "Enterprise."

The Deadly Conch
These vampires don’t sparkle…they bite. Book 1 of the Blood of Eden trilogy by Julie Kagawa, New York
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Times bestselling author of The Iron Fey, begins a thrilling dark fantasy series where vampires rule,
humans are prey…and one girl will become what she hates most to save all she loves. Allison Sekemoto
survives in the Fringe, where the vampires who killed her mother rule and she and her crew of outcasts
must hide from the monsters at night. All that drives Allie is her hatred of vampires, who keep humans
as prey. Until the night Allie herself dies…a becomes one of the monsters. When she hears of a mythical
place called Eden that might have a cure for the blood disease that killed off most of civilization,
Allie decides to seek it out. Hiding among a band of humans, she begins a journey that will have
unforeseen consequences…to herself, to the boy she’s falling for who believes she’s human, and to the
future of the world. Now Allie must decide what—and who—is worth dying for…again. “A fresh and
imaginative thrill ride.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review Books in the Blood of Eden series: The
Immortal Rules The Eternity Cure The Forever Song
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